RMPBB COVID-19 Protocols For Lakeside, Ohio
If we agree to work together as a team for this upcoming performance and take these protocols
seriously, we can have the safest tour experience possible and diminish the risk of infection for
ourselves, friends, and family. Based on rising COVID-19 cases in parts of the United States and
based on what we learned from our tours this season, we will be taking a "temporary pod" approach to the upcoming concert in Lakeside, Ohio.
•

Marsalis Mansion Artists, LLC will require proof of up to date vaccination (2 shots and
the number of booster shots available to artists based on age and the date of the last
booster shot received.) A second booster shot for all people over 50 is available and required for this tour. COVID-19 vaccination proof and this signed document are due by 8
PM EST on June 10, 2022.

•

We will accept a vaccine passport, vaccine certificate, or a clear digital photograph of the
certificate. Documents should be sent via email to the Director of Operations, Morgan
Pappas (rmpbboperations@gmail.com)

•

A rapid test should be taken, and the result submitted to MMA, LLC inside of 24 hours
before arrival in Lakeside,Ohio. MMA, LLC will provide test kits for daily testing during
the tour. The result must be emailed to the Director of Operations each morning before 10
AM EST.

•

Artists are required to wear N95 masks at all times when not playing onstage. This
includes backstage, while sharing vehicles, at the hotel, and while sharing backstage
dressing areas.

•

Social Distancing: A distance of no less than 10 feet should be maintained between artists
on stage while performing and no less than 6 feet between artists and staff everywhere
else. This excludes travel in vehicles where artists should wear N95 masks while sharing
vehicles and, when possible, travel with the windows down.

•

Gathering for meals or drinks at restaurants and bars or bringing in guests outside
of our "pod" puts our team at risk and is prohibited. This sort of activity would likely
cause transmission of COVID-19, especially in the regions where we will be performing.
Artists should use delivery, take out, and carry out for meals.

•

A per diem of $20 will be paid in advance for this engagement.

•

We will not be parading through the audience at the end of the performance.

•

Artists should, without fail, wear N95 masks during transit to the engagement. This
includes travel on trains, planes, buses, and cars. Artists should be sure to hydrate and eat
enough so that their mask is not removed for the entirety of the trip. This has become particularly necessary due to the recent dropping of mask mandates on public transportation.

•

An inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place where people are
present, especially indoors. COVID-19 is a highly contagious disease that can lead to severe illness and death. By performing on this tour, (Lakeside, OH,) artists voluntarily assume all risks related to exposure to COVID-19.
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